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Several hour earlierâ€¦

Inside Bethany's lair located south east of Mako Island, they was a
medium height, fair skin 8-year-old girl who had a curvaceous and
developed figure, with her physique pronounced by her humongous
breasts. She also has blonde hair and energy like eyes. Her outfit
meanwhile consisted of a cleavage-revealing black and blue
flame-designed bikini top (Exposuring her very deep cleavage), paired
with a very short mini skirt (Revealing her legs), and a white
studded belt. She also had a forbidden hex symbol in the centre of
her right hand palm, with double holsters by her top.

"Emissary of light, Cure Beretta's."

Following the words, the girl's pair of 92F's Beretta's transformed
into a modified vision, as a black flame pattern covered the
stainless steel, and the barrel extending from 4.9 to a 6.0 combat
MOD barrel, also adapted for silencers. The sides of Beretta's had
also been engraved with "Cure lighting".

"We can see your training went well has you look like a different
person." The other members of the pack said, which consisted of
Ondina, Phoebe and Mal.

"Just make sure that I never say "Emissary of light,â€¦" again."



Bethany said to her pack, with her having holstered her pair of
modified 92F's Beretta's, has the summoning Hex had also disappeared,
and the Hexoran having closed and returned to its slot in the
bookcase.

"I especial don't want to see you as a cure." Said Phoebe.

"Though, it has been a few weeks since we vanquished Neena with our
allies including the charmed ones." Said Mal.

Just then Maddy rushed into lair yelling, "An imploding vacuum is
ripping though the island near to our lair!"

"Bethany, how is that possible?" Mal asked Bethany in a confused
tone

"Phoebe I am leaving you in co-commanded of this pack." Bethany said
in a firm tone.

"Allow us to come with you." Phoebe replied.

"When I cast a spell on this vacuum thing, I am unsure what will
happen, but even though we vanquished Neena. We still have to help
the charmed one's fight against demons and warlocks alike, but also
you have to carry on our fight against the council."

"Is the Hexoran following her out?" A confused Maddy asked, having
seen the Hexoran hovering out from the bookcase.

The other pack members however could only watch has Bethany rushed
out of the lair, to which she herself saw the effects of the
imploding vacuum. "Since this thing has destroyed almost three
quarters of our Island. It's time that I ensure it doesn't reach any
further."

Before Bethany could start casting any spells our however, the
Hexoran suddenly opened to a spell in front of her. "Let's do this
Hex."

With that said, Bethany wasted no-time in casting the spell from the
Hexoran which went,

"This is a threat to us,

With this spell and my power.

This imploration will no longer be has its origins shall be
fixed,

With my magical powers now solely connected to my own magical
energy."

The imploration ceased upon the casting of the spell has the
colliding energy's caused a temporal rifted, to which sent Bethany
and her now closed Hexoran into the rifted, with her magic
manifestation having being blue.

Present timeâ€¦

Suddenly Phoebe's pack was stunned by the arrival of an 18-year old



girl, who herself entered though the lair's cave like entrance.

"Who are you!" ? Asked upon seeing that Maddy was about to attack,
and to the fact that she saw Maddy's Irises eyes changing from their
regular colour, to a bright yellow, with her veins in her hand and
neck becoming darker, but also revealed themselves.

"Stand down Maddy, and that goes to the rest of you to." Phoebe said
in a demanding tone.

"Understood Leader." Maddy, Ondina and Mal said, as they stood down
with Maddy having return to normal, with her eyes now bring their
regular colour.

"I am Marnie Piper, and the granddaughter of Aggie Cromwell." Said
Marnie. "I am also sorry for intruding, but I was told that you were
a former charmed one, with your other sisters Piper, Paige and
Prue."

"If only Bethany was here. Then you may not even be standing." Maddy
said with a smile.

"Who's Bethany?" Marnie asked Phoebe.

"She was the leader of this pack, and Emma Alonso is the only one who
can find, but also bring Bethany back due to the connection between
both their Hexes's." Said Phoebe. "Unfortunately at this moment it
wouldn't be wise to trouble her, has am guessing you came here for a
reason."

"You seeâ€¦A few weeks ago a book called "the gift", was stolen from
my brother Dylan, to whom I intrusted with the book, after I sealed
and stripped the malevolent sinister sisters in a witch's Glass."
Said Marnie.

"And though your grandmother helped you to get here with a spell. I
am guessing that you can tell us who, or where our enemy." Said
Mal.

"Though I am also unsure to who stole the book. I am sure that they
have disgusted themselves has a student at a school known as
"Hollywood Arts", located within Hollywood, California."

"You might has well spend night, as tomorrow Mal and Ondina will go
with you to Hollywood arts, to which you will them begin to search
for this unknown person." Phoebe said to Marnie.

The next morningâ€¦

"Did you guys hear about us getting new transfer student?" Tori asked
at her locker.

"Yes, as it strange of two why we are getting new transfer students
in our final year of Hollywood Arts." Jade answered.

"How do you girls know?" Andre then asked both Tori and
Jade.

"Because one of students heard the principal speaking to himself
about the transfer students." Tori and Jade answered.



"Well we have lost cat, who has gone to move in with her grandmother
Nona." Robbie said, as he approached the group.

At this moment Tori, Jade and Andre saw three unkown people
approaching near-by lockers, but meanwhile Ondina said "So, how are
we meant to find this person."

"Why don't I just use one of my mother's spell IE Maleficentâ€¦." Mal
suggestion was quickly played down by Marnie who interrupted by
saying "I think for now we should does act if we are students of
Hollywood Arts, and that means Mal no magic or spell book, and no
using your powers Ondina." Marnie firmly stated.

Just then Tori's group approached the girls, with tori herself asked,
"Who are you girls? Has my name is Tori."

"You best start by telling us your names." Ondina said in a demanding
voice.

"Hey! Don't talk like that to my friend." Jade said, as she glared at
the three girls.

"It's alright Jade." Tori said, as she place her hand onto Jade's
left side shoulder. "Am Tori, and these are my friends Robbie, Jade
and Andre."

"Am Marine, and these are my companions Ondina and Mal." Marine, as
just like Tori she pointed to Ondina and Mal upon saying their
names.

Suddenly the bell rang, with Marine, Ondina and Mal following Tori's
group to their acting class."

It wasn't long after this, that everyone sat at their places, with
Marine, Ondina and Mal heading to the three space seat located at the
left side of the room.

"As you know class today with have three new students, and just like
you Tori. Marine, Ondina and Mal are to do the bird scene." Erwin
told Marine, Ondina and Mal

"What's the bird scene?" Ondina asked Erwin.

"It's a monologue which all new students are required to pass, before
they are allowed to take part in any school plays." Tori
explained.

"Do you mind if I go outside?" Mal asked Erwin.

"Sure go ahead." Erwin answered.

Of course Erwin also allowed Ondina and Marine to go, but he then
became confused of too why all three girls asked him.

Outside however Marine again disagreed with Mal about using magic.
"Marine, we don't have a choice has how can we carry out our mission
if we can't even proceed to the next stage."

"Ondina, why do you have to be right?" Marine questioned herself.



"Mal, just get this over with."

With that said, Mal took out her spell book and opened her spell book
to the require spell. "So this task isn't a failure, give me, Marine
and Ondina the knowledge to do the birdy scene."

Following the casting of the spell, Marine, Mal and Ondina quickly
gained the knowledge of the bird scene, to which Mal then closed and
put away her spell book.

Not long after casting the spell, did Marine, Mal and Ondina pass the
bird scene much to the shock of the entire class including Erwin who
thought to himself, "They must have been some notes."

"That scene took me a few try's before I could even pass." Said
Tori.

"Well it seems that you girl aren't all bad." Jade stood up and said
out loud to the class, with her also looking at Mal, Marine and
Ondina.

By the time afternoon came, Tori and Co exit Hollywood Arts, with
Tori's group heading left while talking among themselves, with
Marine, Ondina and Mal entering right.

"If only we still had the abilities that Bethany gave us. Then we
could teleport straight back to the evil lair." Said Ondina.

"I see, so am guessing that Bethany disconnected herself from the
main source of magic, to instead using her own energy." Marine said,
having listened to Ondina.

"Well our former leader is one of the most powerful hybrid IE
Half-Witch/Half-mermaid, but also is a wolf blood like Maddy due to
one of her spells going AWOL.

The next dayâ€¦

Another day began at Hollywood arts, with Tori and Co meeting up with
Marine, Ondina and Mal at the entrance of Hollywood Arts. "Say, did
you notice the rain suddenly stopping after only seconds of starting
yesterday night."

"Don't be silly Tori, as nobody has the power over Mother Nature."
Said Ondina.

"Shouldn't we be heading to class?" Robbie asked the group.

"Why the hurry?" Mal countered with another question.

"Cos it's a theatre rehearsal class." Sinjin Said, as he appeared
behind Jade.

They all proceed into the theatre rehearsal class. It wasn't long
before Liam started to pair up the students to for the stage fight
project, with the pairs themselves being Jade and Ondina, Mal and
Tori, Marine and Beck, AndrÃ© and Robbie, along with the remaining
students.

"Marine and Beck you are up first." Said Liam.



"Right." Beck and AndrÃ© said, as they headed onto the stage.

Beck and AndrÃ© were the first to do a stage fighting scene, which
then went from Robbie and Sinjin, until it came about to the last two
pairs of Jade and Ondina, Mal and Tori.

"You two are up next." Liam called for Jade and Ondina.

"Right." Jade and Ondina, as they headed onto the stage.

Liam unfortunately became frustrated with the pairing of Jade and
Ondina, due to Ondina having turned her attention to Liam, while
saying "Care for a dance."

"No! As you best get in line Ondina, or I shall send both of you to
the Principal." Said Liam.

"If Bethany was here. Then you wouldn't even dare challenge me."
Ondina said to a more Frustrated Liam.

"I second that." Jade added.

"Come on guys. This class only lasts to we reach Halloween." Tori
tried, but failed to get her point across.

"I agree with Ondina." Morgan stated. "As she could easily send you
to a place where you wouldn't even survive."

"Regardless, if you don't undertake this class. Then I shall put in a
bad word for Tori and all of her friends including Jade, Beck,
AndrÃ©, Robbie, Sinjin. " Liam stated before storming out from the
theatre rehearsal class.

That night Marine, Phoebe and Mal gathered outside Liam's
house.

"Should we really be doing this? Has it's been two days since we came
here for a mission." Said Marine.

"â€¦" Ondina simply responded by opening the door via
Telekinesis.

"There is no need to go any further on my account." Tori said, having
seen the door suddenly opened has she herself approached them.

"Then you saw all of that." Said Marine.

"Yes, but I would like to know who you are has you aren't original
girls." Tori said, with Marine, Ondina and Mal facing Tori.

"I am a mermaid from the Mako pod along with my friends Sirena, Mimmi
and her bother Zac, but possible his girlfriend Evie." Ondina said to
Tori.

"I am a Witch from the fairy tale book "Descendants", and am from the
Isle of the lost." Mal said to Tori.

"I am also a witch but from Halloween town, with my grandmother bring
and to who was sent here to find a person which stolen a book called



"Gift", who we believed is to have disguised him or herself has a
student at Hollywood arts."

"If that's the case. Then my guess is that this person will appear at
our Halloween dance this Friday." Said Tori.

"Then would you and your friend help us in finding this person at the
dance." Said Marine.

"Don't worry has we shall support you in this request." Said
Tori.

It had been almost a week since Marine, Ondina and Mal arrived at
Hollywood arts, but in that time instead of doing continuous
searching. Marine, Ondina and Mal have spent almost all of their time
with Tori and her circle of friends.

They also became popular has Mal kept using witch crafted to get them
all though to the Halloween dance. The time for the Halloween dance
had come has many of the student where getting ready mainly by
wearing their Halloween uniform to school.

"The Halloween dance is tomorrow night, and am surprised that you
Tori aren't yet in a Halloween costumes." Trina commented, as she
approached her sister Tori who had just reached the entrance of
Hollywood Arts with Marine, Ondina and Mal.

"We just haven't had time to buy a costume." Tori said to
Trina.

"That's not a good excuse! Trina yelled at Tori, but to which Marine
managed to step in before Ondina used Telekinesis on her.

"Cos Jade isn't here, that doesn't mean that you can go around
bullying your sister." Ondina said, as she started down at Trina.

"I don't have time to waste with you." Trina said, as she stormed
into Hollywood Arts.

"You know we could always skip class, as with a little magic I could
easily change our attire to our Halloween costumes." Mal
suggested.

Suddenly, an upper-level demon who looked similar to, but wasn't
Zankou shimmered into the corridor. "Stay away!"

The unkown demon was suddenly lifted into the air via Aerokinesis, to
which Mal then said, "Leave the rest to me".

Mal immediately followed suit by taking out, and opening her spell
book to the required spell. "I am Zankonna, and didn't come here to
fight you."

"We might has well hear him out." Marine said, to which Mal closed
and placed away her spell book, with Ondina then releasing him from
her Aerokinesis.

"So, tell us why you are here." Said Ondina.

"I was instructed by the new Source of All Evil to offer you a deal."



Said Zankonna.

"What sort of deal?" Mal asked.

"Marineâ€¦,"

"How did you know my name?" A stunned Marine asked.

"Because we have both the gift, and the person who stolen them."
Zabkonna replied. "All you have to do is lure the charmed ones into a
trap, and then the thing you seek shall be yours."

"What if we refuse?" Ondina and Mal asked Zabkonna.

"Bring all of your allies if want, has my orders are not to attack
you. The only thing I can say is meet us at Wanko warehouse, but
remember the choices you make will decided whether it turns into a
battle, or into a peaceful alliance. Zabkonna answered, as he
shimmered out from the area.

Just then Jade rushed out of Hollywood Arts and said, "Come guys,
Vocal music class as started.

"Right." They all said, as they followed Jade back into Hollywood
Arts.

It wasn't long before they entered the vocal music class, with Trina
just finished singing a song. "Since you three are obviously late.
It's only fair that your group is the first to sing, while all of
other students only have to sing solo.

"Can we have at least a minute to study our song?" Mal asked.

"Sure, but you girls best not be long, or your latest will be report
to the principal." Anthony answered.

With that said Mal, Ondina, Tori and Jade exited the class, to which
Tori said, "Don't say you're going to use magic again."

"What does she mean my magic?" Jade then asked the group.

Ondina immediately responded to Jade's question, as she threw Jade
against the wall via Telekinesis to which rendered her unconscious.
"Ondina! What have you done?"

"Our former leader would have been so pound of me Marine, as we
couldn't allow anyone else to find out about our secret." Ondina
stated to Marine.

"Bethany is gone, and right now you are acting just like her." Marine
said.

"We have to do something has it won't be long before our Anthony will
surely find out about your secret." Said Tori.

"Leave that to me." Mal said, as she took out, and opened her spell
book. "To the power which we need to succeed, give us the voice of
world class singers."

Following the casting of the spell, Marine, Ondina and Mal entered



the class, to which they headed on stage, and in front of the class
began singing a song together.

"Oooooooh

Heres to the Mondays  
>Watching all the cars on the freeway<br>we aint got a thing to do
 
>Can we sit here next to you?<br>And oh oh ohh

Yeah, we kinda wish we got paid  
>'Cause our card got maxed out yesterday<br>could you give us a shot?
 
>And we work with what we got<br>Not a dollar in our pocket but I
rock it like I aint broke.  
>You know?<p>

Oooooooh  
>Heres to us uh-oh<br>Heres to us  
>Ooooooooooh<br>Heres to us uh-oh  
>Heres to never winning first place<br>Heres to crying on your
birthday  
>Heres to every single heartbreak<br>Heres to us  
>Heres to us<p>

Heres to the mistakes  
>Somehow they always drop you in the right place<br>So, let's go
another round  
>Till the sky is falling down<br>And well laugh at all the shakers
and movers  
>Now whos the loser?<br>What a joke.

_**Song Featured: heres 2 us.**_

_**(Victoria Justice Single)**_

Suddenly Tori and Co stopped singing has Anthony stood and said, "You
girl's you passed."

Though the crowd was cheering, Tori and Co rushed out of the
classroom, only to find that Jade didn't remember what happen has she
said, "What happen to me? As the last thing I remember was us heading
to class."

A day laterâ€¦

The full moon began to rise over Mako Island, as all the students at
Hollywood arts gathered inside the Blackbox theatre in their
Halloween costumes. The stage itself was all set up for a
performance, but Jade, Robbie, AndrÃ©, Beck.

"Shouldn't we go to , so that we can reach out to Tori and co. Has I
sure they should have been here my now." Said Trina.

"Unfortunately that would be impossible." Said Beck.

"Why is that?" Trina asked Beck.

"Because Carly Shay has move to Italy with her father, and according
to cat she has started a babysitting business up with its co-host Sam



Puckett." Jade answered Trina's question instead.

"And though ICarly was a webcast featuring featured Talent contests,
recipes, problem-solving and random dancing. It wouldn't help us
located Jade." Robbie and AndrÃ©.

"Well I hope that get here soon, as everything is ready to start this
Halloween dance." Said Trina.

Meanwhileâ€¦

Tori, Marine, Ondina and Mal arrived just out of sight of two
low-level demons who were guarding the front entrance to the
warehouse. "So, it seems that this warehouse is their base of
operations."

"Marnie, it would be bested if I remain look out has I have no powers
like you guys." Tori then said, has she saw the two demon
guards."

"I think I can remember a spell which Bethany used to give us some of
her abilities." Said Mal. "She can always have some of my
abilities."

"I think I prefer to remain out here, and ensure that nobody finds
out about you." Said Tori.

"Are you going to use your magic?" Mal asked Marnie.

"I have no choice, as I need to get "The gift back to by
brother.

Has the full moon rose to above Mako Island, with the moon pool
becoming active. Marine, Mal and Ondina charged towards the two
guards, with Tori suddenly deciding to follow from behind seconds
later.

"Now Marine!" Ondina shouted as she threw the two demons against the
wall via Telekinesis.

"Leave it to me."

Marine then casted a spell which went, "For the shake of my brother,
send these demons to the never world."

Following the spell, the two demons seemly disappeared from the
entrance. "And I shall take care of this door.

Mal immediately opened her spell book to the require spell. "Make it
easy, Make it quick. Open up without a kick."

Following the casting of the spell, the warehouse doors opened, but
at that second all the girls could do was watch, has Tori rushed in
and pushed Mal out the way of a sudden incoming energy
ball.

Unfortunately the energy ball scraped her right arm has it flew pass,
to which bought her onto her knees. "Are you alright."

"Yes, but I manage has your my friends." Tori said, as Marine helped



Tori up with her hand.

"Am amazed that a mortal even dares to rush into one of my energy
balls, and to fact that she's barely managing not to scream in pan."
Zabkonna said, as she appeared from the warehouse with over 25 demons
in toe.

"More shall be said with you." Said Ondina.

"You're outmatched, and not even you three can have the hope to stop
me now that you made your choice." Said Zabkonna.

"Don't think you can threaten them, as I already know what it feels
like to be scraped with an energy ball." Said Tori.

"It's about time you arrived." Mal said to the charmed ones, has they
orbed in via Paige.

Zabkonna was shocked by the arrival of the charmed ones Piper, Paige
and Pure, has they casted a power of three spell which went,

"The power of three we now decree,

The power of three shall show give us power

The power of three shall vanquish this warlock," and which caused
Zabkonna to exploded, but to which also caused the other demons to
shimmer out in fear.

"The council won't be best pleased to see that you tell a mortal your
secret." The charmed ones said to Marine and Co.

"I don't care if we are bought before the Witches council. Has Tori
has proved herself, and evident by that open wound on her right arm."
Said Ondina and Mal.

"Anyway, how did you know that we were here?" Marine then asked the
charmed ones.

"Because while we were Scrying for demons, the crystal dropped to
this spot." Paige said, as she healed Tori's wounded.

Just then the charmed ones where preparing to orb out. "Haven't you
got a dance to get though, has soon we have to reaffirm our fight
with the underworld."

The charmed ones orbed out, to which Tori said, "Isn't there some
sort of spell we can use to get there."

15 minutes laterâ€¦

The Halloween dance was in full swing as Marine, Mal, Ondina and Tori
seemly walked into the Blackbox theatre. "Am glad you're here
Tori.

"Jade, we have a special guest to truly get this party stated." Said
Tori.

Bella's band then walked into the Blackbox theatre, as the other
student were surprised to see an unkown band proceeding towards the



stage with their equipment.

"What's you're the name of your band?" beck asked Bella.

The band simply headed onto the stage, and it wasn't much longer that
they were all ready to go, with Bella speaking into a mike by saying,
"Hello, my name is Bella and I am the lead vocalist in this
Bandâ€¦.So without further ado let's get this party started.

The students cheered has Bella's band began to play no Ordinary girl,
with Bella herself singing the lyrics though the microphone.

Time passed has Bella sang many more songs including I Believe, Who
Am I, Pretty Baby, Your Everything and If You Could Stay. Tori and Co
meanwhile where getting into the dance has they did everything
expected at the dance.

It wasn't until three quarters of the way though that Trina finely
joined her sister and her friends who were now talking within the
corner of the Blackbox theatre, with Bella moving onto the final song
titled "Come Back to you".

"I glad you join us sister." Said Tori.

"I thought that after this your friends could spend the night at our
house." Said Trina.

Within minutes after finishing her final song. Bella stepped down
from the stage and approached Tori, while the other band members were
packing up.

"Thanks for doing this Bella." Said Ondina.

"That's no problem, as this was at least the thing I
couldâ€¦."

Bella was suddenly shocked has Marine, Tori, Ondina and Mal were
teleported from the Blackbox theatre, to the witches council chamber
which consisted of Kyle, Lily, Desdemona, Veridia and Alex look at
them from their seats.

"So, this is the mortal you told your secret to Marine, or rather a
member of the Cromwell line." Said Kyle.

"She found out on her own." Marine told the Witches
council.

"Ondina, I am disappointed that you are becoming like Bethany. As you
should know that this could lead to you all losing your powers." Said
Veridia.

"Leave them alone!" Tori yelled at the council. "As shouldn't you be
worried about Bethany has we don't know what happened to her once she
disappeared."

"She is not wrong. As though Bethany is a rule breaker, she is only
other one who could be chosen one." Said Alex.

"Are you suggesting that we just forget the fact that these witches
and mermaids have broken the rules?" Desdemona questioned the



council.

"Besides you shouldn't you be worried about the fact, that there is a
new source off all evil." Mal added.

The council then talked among themselves, to which within second Kyle
said, "We will allow you girls to keep your powers." He then turned
to Tori, "Tori, if you ever tell anyone this secret. Then we have no
choice but to turn into an object."

"I wouldn't never betrayal my friends." Tori stated to Kyle.

"Hope to meet you again." Marine said, has Kyle orbed her out of the
witches' council chamber, but then orbed Emma Alonso. "It good to see
you girls again."

"If you orbed Marine back to Halloween town. Then why have you bought
the chosen one here." Said Ondina.

"Simple, and as you said. We need ensure that Bethany is safe has we
may need her in the days to come." Desdemona and Lily finely agreed
with the girls.

Mal then turned to Emma. "Have you got a spell which can send you to,
but also bring Bethany back?"

"Yes, as I did keep a spell from the Hexoren before I loaned it to
Andi for her time at wits academy." Emma answered, as she took out
and unfolded a piece of notepad paper. "But only Bethany is able to
bring us back."

"I know it's a risked, but there is no other way." Said Tori.

Emma nodded as she casted a spell from the piece of paper which
went,

"Though the continuum,

I send out this spell,

To the connection of mine and Bethany's book,

And with this spell,

I shall be taken,

To the location of the Hexoran."

Following the casting of the spell, Emma transported out from her
witches council chamber. "Now be gone before we changed our
minds."

With that said, Kyle first orbed Tori back to the Hollywood arts,
before he then orbed Ondina and Mal back to Bethany's evil lair.

"Am guessing the mission was a success." Phoebe said, with Maddy
standing just behind her.

"Marine has safely returned, and Emma has gone to find
Bethany."



"That's good, as our battle as only just begun." Said Maddy.

The endâ€¦

End
file.


